
MEANWHILE...

Meanwhile in fucktard psycho screaming nutter squalor pig fascist traitor zombie land I’m supposed to
be making up the entire history of the free world, ‘trying it on’ - do explain that to the 4 million French
people who turned out last weekend. Of course they won’t. They know what lying squalid filth
they are.

If you are unable to bear:
The world of Ancient Greece, whether its religion, its philosophies, its mathematics, its first startling
footsteps in science, its invention of democracy or its invention of the wheelbarrow
The religious history of England, with particular reference to Cernunnos, the Horned God, the
founding of the Church of England, the English Civil War, the Glorious Revolution
The Reformation
The Renaissance
The Enlightenment
The French and American revolutions
Marxist-Leninist thought, in particular perhaps if you are the sort of screaming nutter who thinks
himself or herself on the Left but freaks at what Marxist thinkers have actually said about religion or
capital
The ideas of expanded consciousness and meditation, Buddhism, Taoism and Hinduism
The nature of the universe as so far revealed by physics, in particular perhaps if you ‘know’God
created the world in seven days and the notion everything including us comes from quarks in deep
space causes you to ululate
The legal history of England, whether Magna Carta or Blackstone:
The leaft touching of another's perfon wilfully, or in anger, is a battery ; for the law cannot draw the
line between different degrees of violence, and therefore totally prohibits the firft and loweft ftage of it :
every man's perfon being facred, and no other having a right to meddle with it, in any the flighteft
manner. And therefore upon a fimilar principle the Cornelian law de injuriis prohibited pulfation as
well as verberation ; diftinguifhing verberation, which was accompanied with pain, from pulfation
which was attended with none

II. WE are next to confider the violation of the right of perfonal liberty. This is effected by the injury of
falfe imprifonment, for which the law has not only decreed a punifhment, as a heinous public crime,
but has alfo given a private reparation to the party ; as well by removing the actual confinement for
the prefent, as, after it is over, by fubjecting the wrongdoer to a civil action, on account of the damage
fuftained by the lofs of time and liberty.

TO conftitute the injury of falfe imprifonment there are two points requifite : 1. The detention of the
perfon ; and, 2. The unlawfulnefs of fuch detention. Every confinement of the perfon is an
imprifonment, whether it be in a common prifon, or in a private houfe, or in the ftocks, or even by
forcibly detaining one in the public ftreets

BLACKSTONE’S COMMENTARIES PRIVATEWRONGS. BOOK III.
CHAPTER THE EIGHTH. OF WRONGS, AND THEIR REMEDIES, RESPECTING THE RIGHTS
OF PERSONS. (1765-1769)

If in short you cannot ‘tolerate’ any set of ideas defining the world opposing your own and seek to
suppress and destroy both them and anyone who holds them, if you assume people are your property
to be disposed of as you will

http://www.yale.edu/lawweb/avalon/blackstone/bk3ch8.htm


Well, yes, you are a screaming nutter, basically fit only for Broadmoor.

Certainly you have no place in any real university in the Western world.

Help is at hand! Yes, you can crawl out of some dirty bookless mindless animal-nest,where no-one
questions, no-one thinks, where ‘communication’ is by hitting people, keep pristine and unsullied by
thought or reason or morality or argument the sad sick dirty brain of a peasant, a butcher, an animal, a
witch-burning savage and become a doctor or nurse. Pretend to be sane! Pretend to be human!
Maim and cripple and destroy women! Eliminate intelligence and creativity! Crown yourself lord
of creation! Democracy does not exist because you say so! Pretend to be academics and be respected
as such. Get positions of authority whereby you can freely impose your evil, your sickness, your
sexism, your psychosis on civilized life.

One more bloody time. Of course it’s pointless. The point is it’s pointless. These are rabid and
dangerous animals impervious to all fact and reason.

The hostility the Enlightenment evokes in certain orthodox religious is due to their

loss of power. Instead of the self-appointed representatives of God set on high above

us all to dictate what we may think, what we may do, how we may be, we became equal

in rights. Power was transferred to the governed who gave power to the governing, who

are equals, fellow, fallible human beings accountable for how they exercise the power

given them and can be dislodged and dismissed if they abuse it.

http://www.dillsplace.com/panther-the-manual-out-now-on-scribd.html

The free world is not governed by what some sick fucktard points to and says God says and is
therefore unchallengeable, may not be subject to contempt or derision

God is not to be ruled by humans. That is the fundamental proposition at stake. The unimpeachable
unchallengeable authority of God is to rule, not the human heart and the human mind. Of course
these are fallible. That is why they must be open to challenge. There is no proof that God exists,
there are widely different versions of what God’s will is and the ‘infallible Word of God’ is at times
particularly evidently the voice of an insane human whose views bear no relation to reality or the voice
of a human of those distant times. These being the case, we settle for human.

As did Murphy O’Connor, Francis addressed the world as though it were composed of ignorant
half-wits or mediaeval peasants or Catholic nurses. What was that again?

"The Magisterium of the Church85 "The task of giving an authentic interpretation

of the Word of God, whether in its written form or in the form of Tradition,

has been entrusted to the living teaching office of the Church alone. Its authority

in this matter is exercised inthe name of Jesus Christ."47 This means that the task

of interpretation has been entrusted to the bishops in communion with the successor

of Peter, the Bishop of Rome.86 "Yet this Magisterium is not superior to the Word of

God, but is its servant. It teaches only what has been handed onto it. At the divine

command and with the help of the Holy Spirit, it listens to this devotedly, guards it

http://www.dillsplace.com/panther-the-manual-out-now-on-scribd.html


with dedication and expounds it faithfully. All that it proposes for belief as being

divinely revealed is drawn from this single deposit of faith."4887 Mindful of

Christ's words to his apostles: "He who hears you, hears me",49 the faithful

receive with docility the teachings and directives that their pastors give them in

different forms.

100

The task of interpreting the Word of God authentically has been entrusted solely to

the Magisterium of the Church,that is, to the Pope and to the bishops in communion with

him

http://www.scborromeo.org/ccc/p1s1c2a2.htm#100In other words they are the only people

who know what it means. Not that they are certifiable, or anything.

http://www.dillsplace.com/trivializing-the-reformation.html

It matters not one whit how often an evil animal is told about England, and specifically about the
current state of belief in England. The ignorant and disgusting freak that becomes a doctor or nurse
just knows England is eversa religious and if it isn’t it is to be made to be.

The December 2004 YouGov poll found 35% of the nation to be atheist. The British Social

Attitudes Survey released in 2011 showed 50% affiliating with a particular religion

and 50% not. The 2001 Census identified 9 million with no religion (National Statistics

Online – Religion in Britain), the 2011 Census, 14 million.

On ‘Census Sunday’ in May 2005 6.3% of Britons attended a Christian church. The New Labour

government hyped endlessly the 2001 Census finding that 71% of us identify ourselves

as Christians. Whatever the respondents meant, clearly they did not mean formal

observance.

By 2011, only 59% of us identified ourselves as Christian, not improbably due to a

surfeit of dinosaurs.

http://www.dillsplace.com/panther-the-manual-out-now-on-scribd.html

Self-realization is or is not self-forgetting. Much rests on that. You are not

self-forgetting by definition if you are forcing others to obey you, placing to the

fore the seedy clamourings of your self. Similarly 'God's mercy' is an exercise in

self-stroking, whether attributed to God or claimed by the religious, a sitting there

stroking yourself at how virtuous you are being because you are 'showing mercy'. If

you love other people, you don't want to do that from which you are 'mercifully'

refraining in the first place.

http://www.scborromeo.org/ccc/p1s1c2a2.htm#100
http://www.dillsplace.com/trivializing-the-reformation.html
http://d25d2506sfb94s.cloudfront.net/today_uk_import/YG-Archives-lif-dTel-Religion-041229.pdf
http://ir2.flife.de/data/natcen-social-research/igb_html/index.php?bericht_id=1000001&index=&lang=ENG
http://www.brin.ac.uk/figures/findingsfromtheenglishchurchcensus2005/
http://www.dillsplace.com/panther-the-manual-out-now-on-scribd.html


Self-forgetting is graciousness, as in beauty of manner. Grace is paramountly not

forcing oneself on others other than to restrain them from forcing themselves on others.
http://www.dillsplace.com/manners-makyth-man.html

Such sentiments are lost on the dirt surrounding me who assume the right to force themselves on me.
They hate love. They hate mind. Both present a threat to their authority. They hate human freedom,
find it monstrous others are outside their control. They hate equal rights, the obscenity that others
equally have a right to their points of view and to express them. They hate humans. They are
riddled with sexism and homophobia, whatever their public face and indeed no matter how many
mentally defective gays are co-opted to their cause. All this is etched in stone. Civilized life does not
conspire to destroy the author of my book The Anile Heir or to overthrow democracy.

We have an alliance of the animal psycho religious with the animal psycho Marxist. In addition to the
fringe freak Christians, both Protestant and Catholic, the Amos Starkadders who have long been a joke,
we have fascist freak Jews upholding the OT and fascist freak Muslims who unsurprisingly feel a
greater affinity with it than with the NT, neither having any fondness for either the baby Jesus or the
infant Karl. They have no love. They are psychopaths who regard other people as their property.
Elevated sentiment is meaningless to them.; all they understand is brute force. Language is of course
beyond them.

So, unfortunately, is the considerable damage 20 million atheists can inflict on them if they push it.
They have seized the citadels of bourgeois power and think themselves triumphant.

The argument was settled in the C18th. None of the filth of UCH would matter if we did not also have
an orc clergy dribbling about Abrahamic faiths, as though most people give a flying fuck about
Abraham; they are of course only interested in those who do. Religion is to be ‘respected’. We
must have it all back.

And an orc political class of course, engaged in gross falsification of history. How Blair left the atheist
feminist grand-daughter of Labour pioneers to be crippled, raped and destroyed on the advice of his
clerical masters.

For what is some IQ80 butcher baboon of a nurse going to sue me, for standard texts available in any
good library or bookshop? Any excuse will do. So long as butchery, fascism, treason remain
untouched, so long as psychopaths of doctors are not questioned, so long as intellectual and moral
desecration remain unchallenged.

Why the devout are supposed to be superior has of course been repeatedly noted. It is because they
have abandoned being human in favour of being a creature of another’s will, that other supposedly
representing God’s Will. Independent activity of heart and mind is the evil of self-will. The actual
self-will is of course that of the religious filth who impose their disgusting animal selves on others.

Liberty is a function of love; control is a function of self-will. From love follows civilized behaviour;
from self-will follows criminality. The morally and intellectually castrated fascist religious are simply
criminal, as their religion is simply the criminal behaviour of animals tweaked a bit and then given
divine approval: of course you want to hit people, but you can’t hit everyone and here’s a list of people
‘God’ thinks you can hit. Children are conditioned to be brain-dead, intellectually and emotionally
incapable, psychotic, incontinent, impotent and told being anything else is evil, as of course the Trot
anti-educator busily teaches that any whisper of a demand they be anything else is fascist and elitist.

http://www.dillsplace.com/manners-makyth-man.html


They can have no concept of criminality because they can have no intrinsic moral sense. Good is what
they’ve been told is good and evil is what they’ve been told is evil, and they’ll shovel Jews into ovens,
revisionists into gulags and witches into bonfires because they’ve been told these are OK things to do.
This of course is the absolute evil implicit in the drool about faith: you must have faith, you must trust,
you mustn’t think or question.

There is a meme that normal Muslims need to state publicly their support for freedom and democracy.
This onus is not laid on the indigenous. We know there are normal Muslims, one just died, an
ordinary copper on the beat defending the values of the Republic, another is another hero. Others
have tweeted or been on TV.

The normality of those of at least most of those of other religions are assumed. This is evidently not
the case at UCH. When push comes to shove they choose fascism and intellectual and moral disease.

What would you do with an obscene fat brute butcher of a nursey-wursey? We-ell, you can put a
pig’s head on its shoulders, a moth-eaten ermine cape around them, a lop-sided tiara on its head, you
can give it little tusks dripping with blood and a red gleam in its eyes, a blood-stained butcher’s apron
on the wall behind it, a hacksaw or two. You can entitle your creation ‘Angel of Mercy’.

This, dear world, is what they leave me in the hands of, leave me to be destroyed by, while they do
nothing and nothing and nothing and more fucking nothing, except crawl around behind closed doors
to pull strings and spread lies

What can you do with a dirty animal of a doctor? The same ermine cape, a crown, possibly the triple
crown, its face red and sweaty from the flames of the fire it is lighting under a woman, a box labelled
fuel full of books by its side, someone asking the ape what I have done and the ape spitting in reply,
“She thinks! She questions my authority!”

Because these filth are an offence to everything medicine is supposed to stand for. You cannot get
more degraded than a nurse or doctor who uses its authority to assault the medically vulnerable and
this has now happened to me twice

Cartoons are good. Caricatures are wholesome. One alternative is to line them up and put bullets in
their spines so they never walk properly again. That is not wholesome.

Oh. nothing can be done. Democracy can be done, transparency can be done, accountability can be
done, civilization can be done, facts established, arguments provided, but no monstrous psycho baboon
of a doctor can tolerate that. Doctors are not to be questioned. Doctors are of course not to be
struck off or sent down for 30 years. Doctors are above all reason, all civilization, all justice.
Doctors do not want any silly nonsense about medical ethics. Women are knocked around. No foul
animal of a doctor is going to howl in outrage at the assault on my spinal fusion as they fall over
themselves to protect and uphold disease and evil, united against me in their hatred of democracy, their
hatred of freedom, their hatred of reason, fall over themselves to protect and uphold and make
triumphant everything squalid and dirty and cowardly and bestial and spite-ridden and vindictive and
psychotic and diseased and ignorant.

Imperative equally to conceal not only that a few doctors are mad thuggish slum animals who respond
to words that displease them by the vilest and most squalid attacks on medical vulnerability, but that
all doctors go along with it, hide the total intellectual and moral degradation of the butcher animals



that neither speak nor reason, but merely assault, hide their ignorance, hide the fact that they are
ineducable. At all cost conceal their madness, dangerous and rabid animals impervious to all fact and
reason.

Anyone who made me, an Englishwoman, a British subject, subject to the authority of the Church of
Rome has not only put himself out on a limb but sawn the branch off, even if he is Tony Blair and so
naturally the obedience of traitors is also to be concealed. They can be divided into those so
impenetrably stupid that they think the Vatican governs England and those so impenetrably evil that
they want it to.

All for something that could have been cleared up in ten minutes, had UCH not preferred to pander to
liars and psychopaths, to butchers and of course to the foetid nonsense that a retarded nurse-boy had
the right to make me do heavy manual work.

Oh what a freak am I! No-one may help or support me in any way. It is forbidden! So they all obey,
because that’s the filth they are, just as they preferred to let me be crippled rather than establish facts,
uphold democracy.

Of course only something as stupid and ignorant and dead from the neck up as an intellectually
incapable and morally void baboon of a doctor could think the stupid, ignorant, intellectually
incapable and morally void nurse-vermin have superior degrees.

How can you have a degree if you see no requirement to establish facts, speak and reason, if you’re
bloody ineducable?

{FNORD!} {FNORD!} {FNORD!}

Oh,RTFM.

No, tards, not fjords, those are what Slartibartfast was so good at designing. Just

remember he was very proud of Norway. You might learn something thereby if you were

capable of learning, but of course you are not.

The word, says Wikipedia drily, lacks clear definition, but one such is that which shuts

down rational processes,one such being undoubtedly the capacity to analyse new

information.

“A fnord is a propaganda word conditioned in the masses from a very young age to respond

to, usually with fear, anxiety, or uneasiness, but unable to be seen by the general

populace,” says the Urban Dictionary.

However, I cannot discuss an invisible word, so let me stick with conditioned responses

to particular words, or indeed explore the concept of fnord more closely. Perhaps a

fnord is rather a word that makes invisible the real word for something. Thus devout

or doctor may replace the real word thug or psychopath.

Religion is a particularly good fnord. It Is Religion. No, this person is not a feral

psycho animal. He Is Religious. Ah, then, says anyone sane, his religion demands he



be a feral psycho animal. Who gives a fuck about such a religion.

After all,‘fnord’ is shorter than‘whited sepulchre’.

http://www.dillsplace.com/fnords-jesus-and-the-gerund.html

And no-one will even help me survive these vermin. I need help. I need it now, not ten years after
I’m fucking dead. Ooh naow, no-one can do anything. Oh right. The massed bands of fascists and
psychopaths and butchers and traitors and squalid ignorant feral criminals won’t bleedin’ ‘ave it. You
have to laugh. Then destroy by every means possible.

So sue me. Sue me, vermin, sue me for Sartre, sue me for Plato, sue me for Homer, sue me for
Voltaire, sue me for Diderot, sue me for Marx, sue me for Lenin, sue me for Mill, sue me for Popper,
sue me for Schrodinger, sue me for Einstein, sue me for a thousand books you’ve never even heard of
let alone read. Sue me for not being a foul dirty ignorant mentally defective animal. How best to
depict a dirty fascist bestial monster of a doctor? I think as a sort of some foul squirming suppurating
heap, like one of Rowling’s more graphic descriptions of Voldemort.

You see, dear world, it wasn’t enough for them to have repeatedly butchered my body. They had to
try to destroy me. It was not enough that they turned a healthy woman who went hiking into a cripple.
That’s fucking doctors for you, dear world. They’re animals. They can’t stand anything that
doesn’t crawl to them. They destroy all intelligence and creativity and independence of thought.
Their dirty little sick animal brains can’t bear anything that doesn’t assume its

own inferiority, regard them as master. Look
at all the sicko psychos, dear world. They
really think people are commodities at their
disposal. No education of any kind, of course,
mindless filthy ignorant and obscene little
mechanics burning the witch.

Then you disgusting offal can be kicked out of
the University.

http://www.dillsplace.com/fnords-jesus-and-the-gerund.html

